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THE EASY MOVEMENT - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

How we're going to change the game. 

Breaking down our first of a kind mix of branding and lore throughout the EASY 
universe. Playing a fundamental role in the fiscal and cultural dynamic of the Elvish City 
of Sindaria, the EASY brand represents Solana's first merge of branding and immersive 
lore. 
 
It's simple; EASY will become a household brand throughout the NFT sphere of 
influence. 

In the Elvish City of Dreams, whispers of revolution echo across its streets as racial 
tension amongst the 2 classes of elves reach its tipping point. Decades of corruption and 
segregation across Elvish lines has manifested an atmosphere of mistrust and rebellion 
against the ruling Sindari class.
 
The community will be able to vote and directly impact/alter events unfolding within the 
lore; creating opportunities for allegiance-based rewards and airdrops.

Sindaria is a vast city of Elvish mystery and might. Its sheer scale is excellently captured 
in the interactive map that will soon be provided, with its distinct suburbs all built upon 
the foundations of immersive lore and history. Each ELF will be intrinsically assigned to a 
certain district throughout the city within its metadata. Oh, and wouldn't it be pretty cool 
to own land inside the city ? 

An insight into our coming, unique launchpad service offering partners the ability 
to launch their OWN minting site. The benefits are profound. 

Each minted ELF is tethered to one of two Elvish races in Sindaria. This allegiance is 
important, rewarding those that stay loyal to their faction as events unfold. 

Explore our coming 'murder mechanic' as we partner with notable players throughout the 
ecosystem to provide a state-of-the-art deflationary system and Elf building mechanic.

An insight into our coming launch of the $EZY token. This community-based currency 
will focus on legal compliance and structured around an 'active income system'.
 

The metaverse is at the forefront of WEB3's future and represents a sphere in which 
we're directing significant resources towards. Elves will be metaverse ready & 
established on cross-chain platforms.
 

& MORE.
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ELIAS

26

Founder

Elias is a 26 year old finance 

graduate possessing a plethora of 

corporate experience within the 

financial industry.

 

Elias' has a background in legal 

compliance alongside 

management of  framework 

governing NFT projects.

 

He's played an active role in the 

Crypto space throughout the last 9 

years, joining the Solana NFT 

space at its conception with the 

'MonkeDao' and DAA. 

 

Elias also has project 

management experience and 

knows scheduling of tasks and 

what it needs to be successful in 

the space.

Meet the founder of 

EASY
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Establishing a household name throughout the 

NFT industry is at the forefront of our operations. 

Fundamentally, branding is a reflection of ones 

performance and image; facilitating a high rate 

of retention & recognition. 

 

EASY aims to do just that. It's more than just 

a name or project. EASY branding opens the 

gates to industry-wide expansion across all 

facets of WEB3. This includes, partner 

projects, programs, utilities, providers & 

more; it'll be hard to miss us. 

 

What makes us different? It's simple. Our 

team, expertise, drive and ambition. We're 

not here to take part, we're here to take over.

 

 

 

It's an industry first. Our Lore and the EASY brand are 

directly integrated within one another, forming a multi-

faceted platform for growth. EASY represents the local 

form of currency and language spoken throughout the 

Elvish city of Sindaria; with its roots tracing back over 

1200 years to the original custodians of the land. 

 

There's a reason they're called EASY Elves and its not 

some exasperated attempt at alliteration or world play; 

nor is it in the same playing field as other 'brands' or 

'culture shifts' in the Solana Space. 

 

Everything is calculated and has an inherent role to play 

in the EASY universe and lore; both physical and digital. 

You'll see. 

Branding

THE EASY MOVEMENT. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

THE EASY BRAND

Lore Cohesion
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THE EASY MOVEMENT. ESTABLISHED 2022 - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

SINDARIA: HISTORY

DYNAMIC LORE 

Origins
Known in the post-modern world as the Elvish ‘City of 
Dreams’, many speculate the settlement to have roots dating 
back to the 7th century, with urban legend often speaking of 
the founding elves of the EASY-SINDARI clan. These Fables 
speak fondly of the founding elves, with elvish children often 
emulating these historical figures through elaborate plays 
and theatre. 
 
Founding Elves
Early recounts touch upon a Sindari victory over a 
mysterious, underground race of elves during their pursuit of 
establishing Sindaria, however the authenticity of these 
claims are commonly disputed after a millennia of wide-
spread storytelling and ‘myth-like’ association. A well-known 
peace of 900 years took hold of the region supposedly after, 
often accredited to the fundamental commandments of the 
founding elves. 
 
Arrival of the Avari
This notoriously changed in the 18th century with the arrival 
of Avari elves seeking refuge from across the Northern 
Oceans of Sindaria. It’s widely accepted their arrival shifted 
the demographics of the city and was the catalyst for 
instability across racial lines. 
 
Present Day
Present day Sindaria resembles little of the city’s ancient 
glory; to the notable dismay of elders. Modern day 
consumerism, high crime rates, political struggle and racial 
tension all plague the Elvish mega-city of ’dreams’. 
Delusions of relatively unattainable riches plaster the city 
walls and wide-screens with many now claiming Sindaria as 
nothing but an empty cauldron of promised lies. 
 
The city’s riches are heavily attributed to its resource rich 
nature, with the export of Myra & Desoon minerals injecting 
millions into the city’s export industry; albeit only a few ever 
seem to benefit. One could attribute this glaring inequality of 
wealth alongside racial tension as a leading causes of unrest 
as whispers of revolution echo across bustling streets of 
Sindaria. Decades of corruption and segregation across 
Elvish lines has tipped the city into its boiling point...
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SINDARIA
15th May, 2193
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Interactive map
.

THE EASY MOVEMENT. ESTABLISHED 2022 - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
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Avari
Elves
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Sindari
Elves
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Deflationary pressure is an essential element of 

any financial system; EASY Elves are no different. 

While each and every Elf is priceless in the eyes 

of our team, we'll be providing our community 

with the state of the art opportunity to combine 

the traits of 2 elves and build one ELDER Elf; 

burning one of the original two in the process.

 

The result? Unparalleled art customisation and 

collection-based deflation. The benefits are 

multi-faceted, placing upward pressure on the 

market valuation of elves through basic supply 

and demand dynamics. 

Deflation.

THE EASY MOVEMENT - Established 2022. All Rights Reserved. 

MURDER MECHANICS

State of the Art Deflation

 Deflationary mechanism

Art Customisation

Lore Integrated

$EZY token Compatible

The murder mechanic process will be facilitated by significant partners in the industry 

and accurately reflect the dangerous nature of Sindaria's streets.

 

The process will require payment through Sindaria's native $EZY currency to commence, 

providing deflationary pressure on the token as well. 
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THE ART.
EASY ELVES.

All factors considered, art remains the 
fundamental element of any given NFT start-
up. It's something our team has placed 
significant time into, perfecting our vision of 
the many Elves that inhabit Sindaria. 
 
We've constructed over 120 unique layers in a 
generative format to ensure every single ELF 
possesses an element on individualism that 
holders can resonate deeply with.  
 
These NFTs will not only provide holders with a 
sense of identity, but an array of coming 
utilities. 
 
 

Our artists are among the best in the 
industry, capable of truly bringing the 
vast city of Sindaria to life. 
 
Our immersive lore will be built upon 
the foundations set by our talented 
artists, depicting the internal struggle 
of the city in tremendous detail.
 
Each trait has a unique role to play in 
the Sindari story, emboldened by rich 
lore and story-telling. 
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METAVERSE READY

Metaverse Ready P2E READY

DIGITAL 1:1 MODELS OF ELVES

METAVERSE READY

We're working with our partners in the industry to create 1:1 

digital & playable characters of Elves capable of inhabiting 

and exploring metaverses alike. We're looking to bring 

these Elves to life.

The metaverse is at the forefront of WEB3's future and 
represents a sphere in which we're directing significant 
capital towards. Essentially, we're working towards 
establishing a distinct footprint within the metaverse sphere 
of influence. It's time to bring these Elves to life.
 
This includes cross-chain metaverse integration and notable 
partnerships lined up. The team is also looking to purchase 
and develop land in already established platforms such as 
Sandbox. This will provide immediate, digital spaces for our 
community to congregate and scheme in faction-segregated 
rooms.
 
Moreover, our team is working on the creation of 1:1 digital 
models of elves for our community to utilise. These models 
will simplify the onboarding process of Elves onto P2E 
platforms. 

Another area in which we're dedicating significant 
time upon is the untapped potential behind the Play-
To-Earn (P2E) segment of WEB3. We're collaborating 
with significant stakeholders in the segment to 
expedite the integration of Elves onto said 
platforms.
 
This will facilitate opportunities for our community 
to utilise their Elves to compete in games, win prizes 
and native tokens. This is is fundamental and will be 
expanded open in the mid-term.
 
We aim to be able to involve Elves to a scale in 
which every individual elf will have their own digital 
footprint in these partnerships, however, the scale of 
this particular endeavour is understandably large 
and is not a short-term target.

THEO SURITH

Head of Operations, EE.
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$EZY Token
 

 Significance
$EZY maintains a strong presence in 
both the physical and digital realm of 
Sindaria, representing the official and 
ancient currency of the Elvish region. 
 
$EZY will represent the IRL community 
token developed with deep 
consideration of legal compliance and 
tokenomics systematics. 

Tokenomics

$EZY will be structured in a self-
sufficient manner, prioritising utility and 
use-cases. Our team is looking to 
establish a currency for both our 
community and the wider Solana 
community to utilise in a similarly 
fashion. 
 
Deflationary mechanics will be at the 
heart of our endeavour as we look to 
implement fundamental theories of 
supply and demand to our ecosystem. 
Implementation of deflation will occur 
through our state of the art murder 
mechanics, irl use-cases, upgrades, 
virtual real estate and more. We're going 
to change the game.

Dynamic Staking

 
 

Our team is looking to establish a new 
perspective on NFT staking with our 
'Dynamic Staking Function'. Depending 
on your Elf's in built metadata such as 
race and place of residence, the output 
of your staked Elf will vary. 
 
This function will often correlate directly 
with events within the lore, creating a 
new way of staking NFTS. 
 

BUILT EXCLUSIVELY ON

SOLANA
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EASY FRANCHISE

Multi- Project

Badge of 
Authenticity

Ecosystem friendly

FIRST FRANCHISE ON SOLANA

EXPANSION

We're here to take over and to do that 
we're building the foundations for a first-
of-its-kind, WEB 3 franchise. 
 
The EASY franchise will embody a badge 
of authenticity, facilitating an ecosystem 
wide expansion of the brand.
 
Through a rigorous vetting process and 
revenue agreements, new projects will be 
able to utilise the EASY brand in a similar 
fashion to real-world, franchising 
licenses. 
 
This will also provide new income 
streams, external to royalties, helping 
both scale the brand/project, while 
simultaneously creating value for the 
community to benefit from.  
 
The EASY brand will be multi-project and 
platform. It'll be hard to miss. 

Establishing external income streams is 
essential for project longevity and the 
ability to scale. Through our franchising 
initiative we're providing both revenue 
streams and organic marketing to the 
brand. It's a well calculated recipe for 
success. 
 
Within months the licensing to adopt the 
EASY brand on new projects/platforms 
will be widespread. 
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